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V. ?. Bor.d

.. t.ie overall ilni of radi;biolo~y ii to understand r'.io biologica

;' . ition. it also >.a5 the implied practical ?ur?:se of developing

:ves f>r t.-.e control of radiation expos-re ir. rr.;ir.. The enphisis

ti^r. i* Ho s'.icw Cha; -ho •i:*.or^:c~s effort e;-:p-i"d-2.: over :iv2 roars

1 ;a: iv-j dos^-eff-ic; r-ilaciir.a r^lacLor.ships in !>i. jcher.i^al ar.d

-.n^, aai^a'.s and '.lû ar. b-ain^j, ncv s^o.ns :o b-± p.iyir.s; off. "".1-*

:o -o : 3".. L L :v.; ir.co -JI:;--. and 1 : r a.::cwo c .< is evo !".••. ::̂  :: uti'.i^

î  1. c: re - L . ic

:';>_• ; o ' . l i l . i r , i : i i :aal and h>;r:a;; daca on which th-iy nr-i b a j i d : t h e i r :

vol-<
r-.::o::: J : r a d i a t i o n p r o c e c : i o n s : a n d . i r d ; ; ari i : : ; o : r pr-2s.»r.c and ::

L:-p.:;; and -nouninj, i n r - 2 l a : l ^ ; ; 10 cho q u a n c i : y d j s o o q u i v a l e n r .md i t r

A.t.io':;:; ;:3™.ru. etiects 01 raciation mc-ucing car c.no^enes is were

ppreciatod from the earliest days, most emphasis was placed initial!-' on

^rt-terr, .early J effects. It was not until the 30's and -0's that the ^er.e:

.-..: car c inf"j;-jni c potential of "low-level" exposure be;an to be appreciated

..'./. In :.:.•» :ont.j>:t of radiation protection, quantitative risk was intro-

;z>;\i -n t:>_- r.:J.-50's with tie vir taa lly-3 i~ul tsneous publication of a Britisi

ip.irt on radiation effects {'.). and the report of tl-.e 3i.o logical Effects of

:;nic Mad; it ion oiiAR) Cour.-.ittee of the American tJati^r.al Aeade-.?.-1 of Sciences

I.. In the genetic section of the 3E.\K Co^nittee report, quantitative

;sessnents of the impact on human beings.of ^iven doses were tr.ade. The ~rinc



pies of dealing with a r.c-thrashold situation, risk-ber.afit considerations, and

"£s lew as reas:nably achievable" were described explicitly. The risk.; :f

radiogenic cancer were not treated quantitatively to any degree until the late

l?;0's: the raperts of 'J.I'SCIAA and o: the 1CS? ir. the late 15:0*3 and 1960's

j.-) dealt extensively and quantitatively with mutager.ic and carcinogenic

risks. The 5113. (Biological Effects of lonicing Radiation; Committee rapcrt m

1972 provided extensive estimates of both genetic and somatic effects of very

low dose exposure £;).

The above estimates of effects were not translated directly into radiation

protection practice fc-r seme time, although the estimated "risV: coefficients'*

prc-viced '! :he assumed alone of the dese-effact curve for exposed human

populations) have bean used extensively in the evaluation of risks from

occupational and other exposure of individuals and populations. It is only

quite recently \.i,7) that the ICK2 has outlined in some detail the role of quan-

titative risk ir. the radiation protection framework.

Limitations of Human Data, for Risk Aa.sessr.cr.:

General co the estimation of carcinogenic and genetic affects (risks) in

can are dose-effect relationships, and their variation with dosa rate. In

Figure 1, incidence (see below for relationship between incidence of effect ar.c

risk) is plotted against dose, and typical data available on the human being

'.e.g., :or human cancer from x- or gamma ray axpesura) are represented as z'r.s hy

pochatical data points at relatively high doses, e.g., 100 or more rads. Of

principal interest in the context of radiation protection is the very low cos*

'vabout 10 rads or lass) region, in which no reliable data exist. Estimation of

effect at these low doses thus must be obtained indirectly., and linear

interpolation between background dosa and incidence, ar.d the data points s.z hich



tiosos and dose races '.curve 3, slope X in Figure 1) is frequently used for the .

purpose. This relationship is referred to as "linear, no threshold," and is to

be contrasted wich the curvilinear (curve A) relationship also shown in Figure

Much discussion centers around which (if either; function best represents

the "true" relationship for human carcinogenesis. Obviously, the linear rela-

ti.:r.ship predicts a greater degree of effect at low doses, than does the

curvilinear function.

The lov-dese part of curve A in Figure 1 in principle has the slope "a" in

the formulation.

I = 3D + 3D", (1)

(an additie.sal "cell killing" factor would have to be intro-
duced to characterize the higher dose regions of curve A ) .

in which I is the incidence of effect, D is dose and a and 3 are constants/ As

shown below, this function appears to represent well a large amount of relevant

data in "simple" cellular systems. Curve C approximates the slope obtained ex-

perimentally at low dose rates, i.e., if the doses represented by the three

solid-circle "data points" were delivered at lower and lower dose rates, the

data points would move downward and approach curve C. The limiting effect of

lowering the dose rate would in principle be the superposition of curve C on

curve D, the extension of the low-dose a, slope of curve A. Thus to a verv

large degree, the affect of lowering the dose or the dose rate is the same, and

the two are often referred to as being interchangeable (i.e., departure from the

linear, no threshold relationship and dose rate dependence are used

interchangeably). The factor by which the linear, no threshold function may

overestimate the effect at low doses and dose rates is the ratio of the slopes

of curve B. to curve C (or ultimately, curve D). If the oD + QD~ model is used,



che ratio can be defined, sc any giver, cose level, as the sum of the 3D and 5D~.

components, divided by she aD coaponent. Much oc the disagreement over Che quan-

titative carcinogenic effaces of low-LST radiation involves the aost probable

value of this ratio.

Dose-£ffact Relationships in "Siapla" Systaas

Relationships aaong dose and dose rata can 'as evaluated aost

quantitatively in "siapla" cellular systaas, in which the effect of both vari-

ables can be studied in detail. The dosa-effacc curve for huaar. chromosome dan-

age is shown in Figure 2 is representative of a nuaber of responses saen in

cellular systaas, and it corresponds to the oD *• 3D" relationship described

above. The siailar dose-effact curve for the plant Tradescantia (spidervort)

will be used hare, however, because of the wealth of highly-quantitative data

available.

The basic Tradascantia data (8-11) ara shown in Figure 3, in which the

pink autant events scorad in che stanen hairs is plotted against dose. A leg-

log plot is usad to aake clear the extant and nature of the data at vary low

doses, i.a., below 10 rads. Obtaining these data points at low doses involves

the scanning of approximately 300,000 staaen hairs, or several aillion

individual calls, requiring several days of aicroscopic-observation and a toca!

of scne two to three weeks of effort. Thus while the data (Figure 3) indicate

clearly the proportionality of dose and effect at low doses, and the lack of a

threshold, the frequency of the events is extremely low. The data up to about

LOO or aora rads can be raprasantad well by the function I a aD •*• 3D", (the

flattening of the curve due to "cell killing", obviously important at higher

doses, is not considered here).



The effect of dose race is sean in Figure 4, in which ara shown en arith-

metic coordinates vupper curve) ass-ansially she sane data shown ir. Figure 3.

The two central curves wish daca points represent lower dose rates than used for

tha upperao-sc curve. The lower curve narked "X" represents the extension of the

"oD" part of the low-dose curve in Figure 3, corresponding to curve C (and D) in

Figure 1. The ioweraost curve aarked "'('' -is analogous to the "X" curve in

Figure 4, and is obtained experimentally if y- instead of X- rays are used to de-

:araine the lower part of the curve in Figure 3. This substantial (factor of 2

or aore) difference in the slopes of the X and Y curve, seen only in the lower

"oD" portion of the overall X- or *f curves, is discussed elsewhere (12) and will

not be dealt with here.

The affect of average dose rate (or exposure time) is seen in aore detail

in Figure-5'(11). A dose of about 30 rads was delivered at progressively lower

dose rates. The effact/80 rads is seen to decrease progressively as the dose

rate is lowered (exposure tiae lengthened), and the slope (effect/30 rads) is

seen to approach asymptotically the (gamma) effect/rad at low doses, as seen in

Figures 1 and 4. One can thus see that the lower liaic of the effect per rad

(slope) at very low doses, seen in the context of a full dose-effect curve

(Figures 1 and 4) involving high doses and dose rates, is the same as the lower

liaic of the effect/rad (slope) using high doses delivered at low dose rates.

The linear and quadratic components of effect (Figures 1 and 4) are thus

separable equally well, by lowering either the dose or ch_ dose race. The two

components are shown separately in Figure 6. The "sub-effect" damage of the

quadratic component can be repaired completely and at low dose rates is repaired

completely before it can contribute to a visible lesion. Tha linear ccmuonenc



is without threshold and shows definite effects at small (fraction of a rad) or

large doses, independent of dose rate.

These saae dose-dose rate relationships are seen in studies on radiation-

induced chromosome abnormalities in human cells _in vitro (Figure 2 and Rafs.

13-14), although the data are not as extensive as those given above for

Tradescantia. Thus, for "simple" systems in which the number of cells showing

a given effect can be scored, there is little question that the aD + 32" formula-

tion fits the data down to extremely small doses (i.e., there is no threshold),

and that an effect at very low dose rates is definite and equal per rad to that

of the "alpha component" seen at low doses.

Limitations of Cellular Models for the Intact Maraial

Although the types of -damage to the genetic material discussed above and

the aD + 3D" formulation most likely play a role in mutagenesis in animals and

man (heritable mutations might be regarded as taking place in systems of

essentially non-interacting cells), and perhaps in carcinogenesis (15-17), there

is no assurance that dose-effect relationships for the sore complicated end

effect of direct interest, carcinogenesis, need follow che same type of func-

tion. For various reasons (e.g., aulticallular basis for carciriogenesis,

hormone and other influences, latent period perhaps exceeding remaining life

span), the effecc per rad at low doses and dose races might veil be less than ex-

pected from an aD + SD~ formulation, even if cellular damage of the types noted

above were involved directly in the chain of events (13-22).

It is useful to consider the possible application of data from "simple"

cellular systems to carcinogenesis in the intact mammal and man, and two papers

(23,24) in particular represent useful contributions in this regard. It is

pointed out (23,24) that the oD + 3D" model fits a large amount of data in in



vii^2. systems, and that a dose raca efface pertains. Ic is also nocad that

:urvilinearity and a. dose raca affect ara also seen ia ca*ciaogenesis studied in

animal systems, and chac this factor, numerically, can ba large. The applica-

tion to man -df Chesa findings ia animal systems is not accepted, howavar, on the

basis that the aechanisms of carcinoganesis may well be different in aniaals and

man. Values of a/3 derived (Zq. 1) from in vitro genetic and cytogenatic af-

fects on human chromosomes are then used to predict dose effect relationships

for carcinogenesis in huaan beings. On the bases that "extrapolation" of human

data to low doses is frequently carried out from dose levals of "ha order of 100

rads, and taking into account thr "a/3" values of dosa-affact curves for huaan

chromosome abnormalities, '.; is concluded that the "linear, no thrashold"

assumption would be accurate within a factor of 2 for predictions at low dosa

and dose rates. This i^ vitro approach is thus considered to be bettar for pre-

diction of dosa-effect relationships'in the intact human being, than are data

derived on the directly-relevant endpoint, carcinogenesis, in other mammalian

specias, using the intact aniaal.

There are some specific uncertainties and difficulties with "he arguments

sat forth, most-referred to in the papers (23,24), that would argue against

accepting this approach to prediction for huaan radiation carcinogenesis. Al-

though direct causative relationships betwaan the chromosome aberrations

observable in surviving Japanese in Hiroshima and Nagasaki and carcinogenesis in

these individuals have been sought, no definitive relationship has emerged

(25,26). Persons having persistent radiation induced lesions in lymphocytes

were found not to be at greater risk of developing malignancy than were persons

without persistent lesions, and no karyotypic (chromosomal) abnormalities

peculiar to A-bcmb survivors have been notad in leukemic cells of exposed per-



sons. Perusal of a/S values provided (23,24), shows that genetic and

cytogenetic endpoints, for boch the mouse and for man, are highly variable buc •

center around the value of 100. Thus one should be able to predict the sarxe

snail "dose/rate effect" for the mouse, for carciaogenesis, as is predicted for

man. This is contrary'to extensive observations, however (see under "Aniaal

Systeas", below, in which dose rate effects by factors of 10 or more are

observed). Thus while chromosome damage and cancer nay well be related, the

model appears not to have consistent predictive value for quantitative dose-

effect relationships in carciaugenesis.

In summary of the data on "simple" systeas, they provide models that, al-

though useful as guides, can serve only as a framework for discussion of dose-

effect, dose-rate relationships in more complex biological systems.

Animal Systeas

Data on animal tumor systems shed considerable light on the question of

dose and dose rate dependence and indicate that, although sane broad generaliza-

tions are possible, the complexities make definitive statements difficult.

Extensive data and summaries of relevant data are available (e.g., 5, 27-29).

and no detailed treatment is attempted here. In Figures 7 to 9 are shown

examples of dose-effect relationships under conditions of "high dose rate" ar.c

"low dose rate" (30). It is clear that a "dose rate effect" does obtain, i.e.,

the effect/rad is lower at low doses and dose rates. In some situations (Figure

10, ref. 27), the dose-effect curves appear to start out wish a negative slope.

These examples (and other data) indicate that the degree of effect differs among

tumor systems, and within the same system but in different species. The overall

statement can be made, however, that in general and apparently without exception

the effect per unit of absorbed dose decreases as the dose race decreases. The

3



decree to which cose and dose rate influence the efface per unit of absorbed

iose, however, is highly variable among biological systems.

Ic is also apparent (Figures 7 to 10) thac the degree of effect is diffi-

cult to quantify. The shape of Che curves often is not simple or obvious, at .

either high or low doses and dosa rates. The "low dose rata" curves may or may

not: appear co become linear at low-dose rates. There nay be a clear cue dose

raca effect even though the high-dose-rata dose affect curve cannoc be shown

clearly to depart fron linearity. Many curves at high doses and dose rates

flatten or decrease, an effect that is minimal or absent at low dose rates.

Even a "reverse dose race" affect aay appear but this seeas to be confined co

certain tuaors (chymcaas, ovarian tumors) at high dose levels at which organ dan-

age, instead of or in addition to cellular daaage, is known to be. or strongly

suspected of being necessary for the tuaoriganic effect. The degrae of "dose

raca" effect depends on Che precise caaporal pactarn of dosa, e.g., low dose

race ovar a fraction vs. aost or all of the life span; fraccionacion in large

or snail increments, closely or widely spaced; age of aniaals at tiae of dosa

delivery, ecc.

Despica the above (and ochar) complexities, additional generalisations

appear to be possible with respect to the degrae of dosa rata dependence. For

some tuaors, e.g., lung and breasc, alchough Chare appears Co be a dosa rata

effect, Che function cannot be shown co depart appreciably froa a linear, no

threshold relationship (dose rata factor perhaps 2 or even lass). Several tumor

system responses, e.g., myelacytic leukemia, pituitary, uterine, harderiar.

gland, appear Co be approxiaacad adequacely by the aD + 3D" forauiattion, and

both a "linear, no threshold" and pure dosa squared function can be essentially

excluded (dose raca factors perhaps 2 to 10 or aora). Soae tuaors, e.g., ovary.



r.hyaus, skin, appear Co be described by a dose squared relationship (no detecta-

ble linear tera), although a definite threshold seeas aore likely. "Dose rate

factors" in the case of a threshold would have no aeaning at the low doses of in-

terest, since zero effect would be expected at any dose or dose rate below the

"threshold".

Thus even for individual tuaors it is difficult to arrive at a single num-

ber to indicate the extent to which dose rate aay reduce the degree of effect.

The factor night range froa close to unity (little effect) to perhaps as much as

10 or aora. It is even aore difficult to arrive at'a siaple nunber that night

apply to all tuaors resulting froa whole body exposure, although a factor of 5

has been given as an approximation (31). As a very rough estimate, aost

neopiasas vouid seen to be encoapassed in the range of perhaps 2 to 10. A dose

rate effect (factor of 3) has for aany years been recognised explicitly by

geneticists (5), in arriving at astiaates of health consequences of radiation ex-

posure.

The carcinogenic effects of radiation on man can be evaluated to a

reasonable degree frca an extensive body of daca (5,27), and reasonable risk

assessaents can be aade for exposures at intermediate, to high doses of low-LET

radiation, for a nuaber of tuaors. It is not possible to demonstrate froa the

data, however, that a dose aagnitude or dose rate effect either does or does not

exist (i.e. the uncertainty in the data is too large to prove or exclude

either). Soaa data on the human being (feaale breast, thyroid; see References

5, 32 and 33) can be represented well by the linear, no-thrsshoid relationship,

but a quadratic relationship with a definite alpha tera is not excluded by the

data. Some "low dose rate" data on breast cancer froa repeated fiuoroscopic

examination appear to yield risk coefficients similar to those obtained with ax-

10



secure a; high doses and dose rates, but :h* uncertainties are large. A.1 though

these ar.d other hvszan data have been used as evidence that the linear, no

threshold assuaption may nos be conservative (23,1-), they are inadequate to

allow a defensible characterisation of she dose-effect relationship.

Spurred by Congressional interest, there has been, a recent flurry of activ-

ity surrounding reports of excess leukemia in populations exposed previously ir.

the relatively low dose and/or dose race range, e.g.. workers in national labora-

corias, workers in shipyards handling radioactive materials, and military ^en ex-

posed during exercises involving acotzic weapons. Perhaps =cs; proeinen; has

bean the "Mancuso st;dy" on national laboratory personnel. Tr.e preliminary

reportedly-positive findings (2i) have been seriously questioned 'e.g., 2;. 26).

In suscary, all 3: these claias are based on incocplete information, and al-

though che circumstances =ust be investigated, i; seeas unlikely that they will

represent a definitive contribution to the question of "low level" effects.

Also, extensive claiss have been =ace (27. 23) about the presumed effects

of diagnostic radiation, in utero and in the adult, based on reanalysis of large

epideaiologicai studies done in the 1950's (29, iC). "either the original

authors nor the 3EI3. Cotsaittae (5) went beyond noting the positive correlations

indicated by the results as well as the inconsistencies in the data and pointing

ouc the r^ed for additional confiraatory studies. The methodology used (2?).

and the conclusions, have been severely criticised (41).

Studies of thyroid ttaors following scalp irradiation of children C-2)

have indicated that the "linear, no threshold" hypothesis say describe the

affects. Although extensive efforts ware aade to reconstruct procedures and

astiaate doses, =any uncertainties reaain. Hence, while the data are not to be

ignored, additional work is required.



Tnus th« data CP. husar. b*ir.js ar* net definitive and can z* su"s;*ct to dit-

ftrsat interpretations. Kar.ct i strong consideration in determining th*

applicability cf dcs* cugr.iruc* or dose rate factors ir. =ar. is the use of ar.i=al

data. 3cse previous Cccaitta«s (17) have relied heavily or. ani=ai daca zs

csselude *har linear excrapclatian should r.oc be used fcr rsalistic »sci=aricr.

of ccr.s«que:*.css a: lev doses and dose rarss. The 3EIS Ccrasirree (5^ cr. :he

ocher hand, raliad principally on husan daca and provided esriaacas caly on ;he

basis of linear "extrapolation". The da;a on huaaa beings vera considered za be

inadequate ;o shew rhas a dose ra:a facror should be applied co hu=an da;a. cr

conversely char i; should no: be applied. Ar.i=al da:a shewing s. dose aagniiuda

and dese ra:a factor vera no: applied :c ran.

Al:hough she MCA? and ICS? have used risk coeffi-ianrs based ar. ;he

"linear hypothesis" as an operational policy (5,i3) and have scared z'-s.z

linearity say overescisaEe the true effect a low doses and dose rates for low-

1ZT raciaticn, no factor has been introduced to taka this into account

quantitatively. A saxirsua factor of 5 was introduced as a realistic assassuer.t

in the contest of a raactor safety study (31). to adjust Jor curvilineariry and

dose rate factors. The sove has been criticized (iA.).

Ir. the husan being, factors in addition to linearity and dose rate r.ust be

taken into account in risk assessment. The widely-used risk estimates based cr.

linearity (5,27] are also based aainly on the absolute (vs. the relative) risk

sodel, as well as on numerical estimates of the latent period and of the dura-

tion of the "plateau period" following exposure during which the incidence of

t;raors is graater than noraal. Thera ara continuing questions about these fac-

tors as well. The degrse to which linearity overastiaates depends not oniv on

tne relative sice of the linear and squared contributions, but on the dose range

11



fr:=. which interpolation is carried cut. It depends also ;r. th* degree to which

the curve ber.io ac higher doses cue to "call killing". These factcr3 represent

uncarcair.cies in addition to the "linear, no threshold" question that aust be

taker. lr.cc account in risk assessaer.t.

In susaary c-f the affects of low-LIT radiation, iapcrtant ccnsideraricns

ir. :he c-ancirarive esri=s:a of risk cf carzincg2r.esis in ;ha husar. being are

:-.e ra'.aced racrcrs of ;ha shape of Che dosa sffac; curve, ;he risk per rad zz

::i-y lew desas Cabcu: 10 rad or lass) vs. higher doses, and Che efface per rad

zz higher doses delivered ac very low desa racas. -aca cr. the hunan being,

chough a:ccar.siva and acaquaca for quancitacive risk ascinacior. ac high doses and

:osa racas, do ncc allow definitive conclusions or. chase factors. 3aca on

"sisple syscass" of aukaryocic calls are ?aoras<zr.zsd veil and in da-cail zy a

quadracic relationship with a definica linear cars, and indicate chat the linear

nc threshold, Che pura dosa squared <:nd the threshold relationships are rare or

essentially ".onexiscanc. A dose rata effect is ubiquitous in anisal tuner sys-

cer:s, but che excenc varies widely asong different tuziors and species. 5caa

data en carcinogar.esis in aarsais can be reoresar.tac wall by the "linear-

quacracic" r.ocel, although cha simple "linear, no threshold" and che pure dosa

squared, or acre likely a threshold aocel aay veil apply in sc=e tu=or syscans.

Considaracions and uncertainties in addition to curve shape and dose rata (e.g..

che dosa range fros which interpolation is carried out, possible use of relative

vs. absolute risk aocels, and longer plateau periods Leading to changes in

currant "linearity" risk estiaacas) aay tend to offset any credit that aight be

afforded by dose rate. Hence, while it is highly probable that dose race dees

to soae degrae reduce the current risk estiaates based or. the linear, no-

chreshold assuapcion, it also seens probable that, at least for sot;;-. cir.e,

13



currant carcir.033r.a3is ri3k astisaras based or. proportionality Car close to it)

probably will ccr.rir.u4 ta be us«d as ar. approximation of the degree a- "isk

associated with radiation *xpcsure ac vary low desas ar.d dose rates.

Quantitative Risk and Protection Standards: ICR? 26

Because quantitative estimates of radiation risks are becoming

ir.craasingly asrar.sive and rafir.ed, and because of ;he randar.cy :o rafar zo

these astisatas ir. the ccr.ta:cz of r?.u-ation standards, it is necessary re

rasxanir.a the frasework of rha standards in tar=s of suitability ta accc=ocate

the r.aw quantitative infarsarior.. Ivo racenc ICR? dccuniants (5,7) ara quire

sigTiificanr in this regard because of the introduction 3: such risk asti=atas

specifically into radiation protection. It is useful first to-discuss the basic

elements of, and the frasewark for a radiation ?rctact:.cn systas using quantita-

tive risk Csi=:".lar to that outlir.ad or. ZZ22 25). Tha currant radiation protac-

tion systeci is then discussed, fallowed hy a su=ary of the changes that have

bean introducad (5,7), the relationship between ri^k and dose sccifying factors,

'and scse additional sodificacions in the 1CS? systas that aright be considered.

In Figure il ara shewn the basic elenencs for a radiation protection sys-

ten using quantitative risk. Central is a cosa-effect (risk) curve, in this

case for the "standard" low-LZT radiation, for the affacts of interest (total

radiogenic cancers; plus genetic effects). Also shewn is an "acceptable" total

annual risk line, a level that cau:ncc be determined on scientific bases alone

(ICR? has determined this line by cocparisot: with the asount of risk encountered

in other "safe" industries). The intersection of these two lines zust then fix

the anounc of dese that ccrrespcr.es ta the a=cunt of acceptable risk. i.e.. the

annual upper liait absorbed dose in rads.



If the dese-effact curve has been quantified, (i.e., the slope ir. t«ras oi

risk/rad is known), then any ir.creaar.tal exposure ir. terms of absorbed dosa is •

immediately translatable into an increment of absolute risk. One has she option

of recording, summing and controlling increaental exposures ir- tarms either of

absorbed dosa. cr absolute risk.

"aw consider a "nor. scsadard", or high-LST radiacior., e.g., co fasc

r.eutror.s, shewn ir. Figure 12. One has rwo dose-affacc curves, and che

"accapcabla risk" line is ir. face ar. "isoeffecc" or "isorisk" line chas dacar-

air.es :he annual liaising degrae of efface for either type of radiation ir. a

population, or she liaising risk for an individual in that population.. As with

:he standard radiation, or.a can record and control incremental exposures by

ronitoring either the increaental absorbed doses, or the corresponding

incremental risks. The incremental risks of exposure to the standard, and to

the high-LET neutron radiations would be directly additive; the incremental

absorbed doses would not because of the difference in slopes (risk/rad) of the

dose-efface curves.

Because quantitative dose-effact curves for careinoger.esis were not avail-

able until recently, the option of exposure control by use of absolute risk was

T.CC available. Incraaental absorbed doses of different radiations could not be

added because of the different presumed risk values (effact, or risk/rad) of the

radiations oz different LET. 3ecause one has two dose-eifect curves and an

"isoeffect" line (Figure 12), the XEE of the two radiations can be determined.

This olmenaionless ratio will "convert" a given absorbed dose of high-LZT

radiation into its "dose equivalent" (equivalent only in teras of affect, or

risk) of the standard radiation, and the resulting"increments of dose equivalent

would then be additive. It was decided to introduce a new quantity "dose
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equivalent" (designated H) as ehe physical quantity ralatad co che radiation

risk, wich Che special unit raa (the diaensions ars Che saae as ior absorbed

dcse, i.e., J/kg).

Ic is .sear, chac che quantitative radiacion protection systea of dose equiv-

alent and raa can be regarded as an adainistrative device designed co control

and liait Che absolute accuauiatad risk frsa increaental exposures to different

radiations. Wich quantitative ri_k coefficients one car. in principle do Chis

directly bv susaing incrsaer.cal risks. Alternatively, chis can be done bv

sussiin§ increaanCs of a surrogate for risk, e.g., dose equivalent in rea, chac

in principle can bs evaluacad in cams of absolute risk, if and when necessary.

?ras«-nt Svscaia. The present (pre-Refs. 5 & S) radiacion protection systeta is de-

scribed in basis outline by

K * DQN, (2)

in which H is che dose equivalent, D is che absorbed dcse, Q is che quality fac-

tor and N is che product of other aodifying factors (currently assigned a value

of unity). The special unit of the physical quantity dose equivalent is che

reia, and a dose equivalent of 1 rea equals 10 " J/kg. The dose equivalent was

introduced co " provide a quantity that is related co Che prasuaed radiacion

risk", such that, " equal values of Che product (of DQH) ara postuiacad to cor-

respond to equal radiation risk for any given targsc". The "critical organ" con-

cept is used, and che annual exposure liait is 5 -in. Co the critical organs. No

quantitative risk values enter directly into che liaits as cabLished, and no

level of "acceptable risk" is designated. For a number of years, however, quan-

titative estimates of ganetic and carcinogenic (stochastic) effects per unit

absorbed dose, estiaatad on the basis of the "linear, no threshold" hypothesis
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and often taken to be upper lisits far the risk ac Lew doses and dose races,

been available (A-6). It car. be assusifld that such risk estiaates, appliedifld

co she annual 5 rads of iow-L£T radiacian (5\rea), aust have been deened

acceptable as an annual upper liaii :or occupational exposure. Thus hiscoric-
\

ally a liaitir.g physical dose equivalent, and by. extension the risk associated

with ic, has bean established, by virtue of "safe\' usage over the years, as an

acceptable upper Liait. \

While S is aora closely ralatad to risk than is absorbed dose, it is da-

fined as a physical quantity and not as a aeasure or\expressicr. of risk. Thus,

while QN (or Q, since S is unity) adjusts for differences in effect (v-isk) per

unit of absorbed dose of different LET radiations for a given target, e.g., an

organ or the suaaation of all organs (whole body), one \rea to one organ or to

the whoia body does not necessarily indicate the sane risk as one raa to another

organ. Hence separata annual dosa equivalent liaits in ran ara sat for whole-

body axposura, for soae organs and for scce foras of partial body exposure.

Singia-value reporting of suzsmed exposures is usually given in teras of the

"whole body" exposure only. Also, liaits for scae internal aaittars taay be

given in taras of annual activity intake, activity concentration (e.g., pCi), in-

stead of in taras of dosa and dose equivalent. The organ exposures ara not

included in singia-value summations of the total exposure. Hence no single

value or sunaation of values of rea at present necessarily reflects the total

risk incurred during the period of raa suaaation.

ICR? changes in prasent system. The aost significant changes introduced by the

ICS? (6,7) are the following: 1) the dose equivalent for unifora whole body ex-

posure (H, . ) is related directly to the slope of the dose-affect curve for who la

body exposure to the standard low-LZT radiation. 2) A specific risk coefficient
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valua of io'^/person-rad (10 ~/?-rad) is attached Co char slope i.e., I rea of

-4 -I
H . is associated diracdv wich a risk (detriaent) of aoprosiaacelv 10 ?wo * . . .

(sea ICS? 26 and 27 for precise aeanir.gs of detriaent, hara, probabilicy, risk,

-4 —' —1

and Che value' of 10 ? * ran ). 3) A new approach Co Che determination of lav-

els of "acceptable" annual risk for occupational radiation exposure is intro-

duced, i.e., by comparison with the averaga risk experienced and accepted in a

number of relatively safe industries. 4) The "critical organ" concept is aban-

doned in fsvor of the whole body concapt, although dose equivalent for

individual organs (H,,) is retained. 5) Instead of the system of separate annual

dose equivalent liaits for different organs or tissues, the inverse or those

liaits is provided as a series of weighting factors (wT) to relate the risk of

organ exposure to Chat of Che equivalent whole-body exposure Hf . (for which

the risk is equal Co the suaaation of the fractional, or w values of the sepa-

rata organs, i.e., unity). Although che risks associated with one rea of K_ and
H . are not equal and thus not additive, the portion of the annual liait 2 . .
wo n * vo,u

of 5 rea that aay be received is restricted to 5 rea minus the summation of

(3_w_) values received in the saae vear. 7) The fraction of the H . „ liait of
i. I ' ' WD,L

5 ren that can be received is liaited similarly to one ainus the summation of

•individual internal nuclide exposures, each expressed in ceras of the fraction

of the annual liait of intake for the individual isotopes. Many of the changes

ara similar to those recommended aarlier (45).

Thus for Che first time in radiation protection the three basic elements

of a health protection systaa for radiation exposure were aade explicit (Figure

11), i.e.,. a) a dose-effect curva(s) for the potentially harmful agent(s).

radiation(s); b) an "acceptable risk" level, and c) the annual absorbed dosa
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linsi: for that aganc, detarained fron the intersection of the two curves. The

JLC'S? has thus in efface reversed the historic process of setting dose liaits.

-4 -1 -1

The risk coefficient of 10 ? rea , for the carcinogenic and autagenic

(stochastic)- risk of whole body irradiation fron occupational radiation exposure

was first established. The "acceptable risk" level, that cannot be determined

on technical bases alone, was then arrived at in principle through a comparison

with the levels of easily—identifiable serious risks that historically have been

and ara accepted in other "safe" industries (actually an average risk of 0.5 x
- 4 - 1

10 ? from the average annual occupational exposure oc about 0.5 ran was

noted to csnpare favorably with the average risk of 1 x 10"" acceptad in othar

industries, fron which it can be inferred that the aaxiaua acceptable annual

risk Level a associated with 5 rea, 5 x 10 "7?, should also be acceptable).

From these tvo values, of presumed actual risks per unit of exposure and

acceptable annual risk, the D of 5 rad of lcw-L2T radiation (3 rea) oer vear

aax *

for whole body exposure was fixad (actually, the value so determined did differ,

but not significantly, from the currant value of 5 rem; hence no change was

introduced). A useful addition would have been discussion of the liaiting dose

and risk to the individual vs. the range and average for the exposed population,

and che relationships among them in establishing standards and controlling expo-

sura.

Extension of the ICR? 25 system. In taking the several steps listed above, par-

ticularly by introducing the factor w,, and in abandoning the critical organ con-

cept in favor of the whole body concept, the ICR? stopped just short of (but uti-

lised the affect of) introducing a second factor w analogous to Q (w was usad

to liait exposure, but not as a dose modifying factor would be usad; sea above).
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Had wT been included as a factor, Chen Sq. (2) for incranental exposure Co organ

T could be rewritten,

S\b,e ' DT ^ WT ( 3 )

in which S , is the effective whole body doss equivalent. For aulciple-organ

exposure (ultimate of which is whole body), the sun of wT values (unity) is

used. The Q is assuaed to be the same for all organs. The risk associated'with

-4 -I
one rea of S , is the saae as that for H . 10 ?

wo,e wo

3y the above approach the risk of partial body (organ) exposure is

"normalized" to that of whole body exposure, and the "whole body" becomes

incorporated into the "standard" (i.e., the "standard conditions" are than whole

body unifora exposure to low-LZT radiation). Tor example consider the whole

body x-ray' exposure to 1 rad, with a risk of 10 /?; an exposure of 1 rad of x-

rays to organ T with a w value of 0.1, and hence a risk of 10 /?; and an expo-

sure of 2 rads or neutrons (Q of 10) to organ T with a w T of 0.1, and a risk of

2 x 10 "*/?. The respective dose equivalent values are 1, Q-. 1, and 2 rem. A

dose equivalent of 1 ren in each case has the sane associated risk value

-4
(10 /?), 3nd the three values of rem and associated risk are additive for a

tocal exposure of 3.1 rein, associated with a risk of 3.1 x lO""11 ?"". Thus in

going as far as the ICS? did and in the extension noted above, it is in effect

recognised that dose equivalent should in principle take into account and

reflect all factors associated with the risk of an exposure to an individual

(i.e., different radiations delivered under different conditions of whole and

*It is evident that the use of "dose equivalent", factors to employ etc. aust
be in strict accordance with recocssendations of the NCR? and/or ICR?. Hence
lijjj e instead of H will be used here for possible extensions beyond present
reconsaendations.
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par t ia l body exposure), and not just Co one expression of r.adiacion quali ty,

LET

Relationship between risk and dose modifying factors. It is usaful to examine

aore explicitly the relationship that does or should exist between risk and dose

equivalent. "Risk" of exposure is used here (see S.ef. 6, for definitions) as

the fraction of individuals in an exposed population that will die from a

radiogenic cancer (could include genetic effects in offspring), which is also

the probability ? that an "average" individual in that population will die of

radiogenic cancer. The "risk coefficient" is used as the slope of the dose-

affect curve, or the effect (risk) per unit of absorbed dose (or per unit dose

equivalent). The absolute risk (probability of effect) of a given exposure is

the absorbed dose tiaes the slope (the risk coefficient).

The dose equivalent H is clearly a physical quantity equal to the absorbed

dose tiaes one or aore dose aodifying factors (Eqs 2 and 3). Any of the dose

modifying factors (e.g., Q) is usually taken as the ratio of the dcses for equal

biological effect, or, if the dose-effect curves are linear, the ratio of the

risk coefficient for the test exposure condition, to that of the standard

radiation and exposure condition. The dose-effect curves are usually assumed to

be linear at the low doses of interest in radiation protection, and it seems

likely thac the assumption will continue to be made, for pragmatic if not for

other reasons. Hence Sq. (3), for neutron exposure of target organ T, can be

written,

. = D Qwwb,e UT4W



where 2.is the efface or risk, and Che subscripts a, vb, ?b, x and s stand for

high-LST (e.g. neutron) radiation, whole body, partial-body (organ), low LET

(e.g., x-ray) and standard exposure, respectively. Note that che multipliers of

D scill represent diaensionless ratios, so thac H remains a physical quantity

with the sane diaensions as absorbed dose.

Dose aodtrying factors in addition to Q and w T might be employed, for

still greater refinement of risk estimates, i.e., for macro dosa inhomogeneitias

within organs, microscopic (many micron to millimeter dose) inhomoganeicies.

The ultimata of adding oora factors would be estimates of the physical dose

equivalent that reflect realistically che ratio of the risk of a given increment

of absorbed dosa, to the risk of the same dosa increment delivered under a

standard sat of exposure conditions in which all factors included in Sq. (3) are

unity. If the factors used are extensive and accurate enough, and if all of the

factors are assumed to act independently as Q and w now are (ICR? 26, para.

, then the product of all the factors in Sq. (4) must represent the racio of

the risk coefficient for the test radiation and exposure condition, to thac of

the standard condition.

Thus £c. (4) could be rewritten,

in which E /D now represents the slope of the "actual" (observed) dose-effsc:c c

(risk) curve for the test exposure, rather than the presumably-equivalent curve

"synthesized" by use of several factors. The effective dose equivalent in ren

for test exposure t is seen to be, in principle, D times che ratio of either 1)

the risk coefficients for the test and standard exposure, 2) che respective



doses if the risk is held constant, and 3) Che respective risks if the dose is

held constant. Thus, in principle, dose equivalent and risk can be related

specifically, and one can be derived frets Che ocher. In practice

simplifications are of course necessary; hencs usually dose equivalent would be

expected to be related only approxiaataly to risk.

If the dose effect curves (Eq. 4) are assumed to be linear, then the

ratios of doses or of risks are equally valid to represent the ratio of the

entire curves. If linearity is not known or assuaed, it is equally invalid to

generalise beyond a point determination of a ratio of either doses or risks,

unless the functions describing the two curves are known or assuaed,

Radiobiological considerations; direct risk vs. factors. Since ci , daoer.es

ultimately on risk coefficients that might also be used directly instead of H

for practical radiation protection, it is necessary to examine and contrast the

more radiobiological (as opposed to pragaatic) problems encountered in providing

the necessary risk inforaation for the two approaches. In perhaps

oversimplified teras, the "direct risk" approach can be characterised as

"situation specific", i.e., needed would be relatively large amounts of informa-

tion (risk coefficients) in the fora of charts or graphs, in which the specific

exposure of interest (radiation type, "quality" in teras of either energy or

LET, region of body exposed, specific isotope, etc.) would be found. A. risk con-

version factor would be provided, that would yield an absolute risk value

associated with the aeasured or estimated "dose", in caras of either absorbed

dose, another quantity (e.g., Ci/g, WLM) having a known or presumed relation-

ship to absorbed dose, or in taras of mass. The increments of risk so deter-

mined would of course be additive.
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The "factor" approach could be characterised as more generalised, i.e., a

relatively small number of generalised "all purpose" factors .(ratio of risk

coefficients) would be provided that, when multiplied by she absorbed dose would

provide additive increaents of dose equivalent in rets. Hence absorbed dose must

be known or assumed (e.g., .Ci/g, WLM) etc. cannot be usad or included in a

single-number summation of- total exposure or "risk"). The absorbed dose may

have to be-multiolied bv more than one factor to obtain the H .
* wo, e

The basic radiobiologicai risk data available are inadequate to develop

either approach satisfactorily. Preference on purely radiobiological grounds

would depend largely on 1) the degree to which dosa-affact curves that apply Co

the single isolated variables implied by a factor (e.g., LET, dagrae of non-

uniformity) can be developed, vs. the "situation specific" dosa-effact curves in

which several variables are known to be operative simultaneously, 2) the degree

to which factors can be general in application (e.g., is the Q for one tumor in

one organ, cha same as that for another tumor in the same or another organ?),

and 3) does the implied assumption (Eqs. 2 and 3) of the diffarant factors

acting independently ir fact hold?

Although definitive evaluations of the abova considerations are noc avail-

able (specific studias of the problems have noc bean made), :hera is seme rele-

vant information. The R3E (on which Q is based in princi^.s) is carefully da-

fined in terms of its specificity to a given situation, casting doubc on its

suitability for generalisation. There is evidence that ch* ?3Z of neutrons for

dizzarant tumors in the same, irradiatad human population may be appraciablv dif-

ferent (32,46,47). The relationship between the aaount and kind of tissue

irradiatad and the effect on (risk to) the individual is racognisad widely as

being neither constant nor simpla. Most, if not all dosa-affacc curves for



husan care ir.cgar.es is, and certainly those for neutrons, include a "aix" of fac-

tors, i.e., thera is a deviation Sroa "whole body standard exposure" ir. teras cf

radiation energy, quality and dose distribution. Vith. ir.tarr.al ssitter3, the

situation is such worse because of shifting isotope location and hence of dose

distribution in tiae and space. Hence it is difficult if not often impossible

to determine a useful value of absorbed dose, let alone determine or apply a

value of X3E (Q).

Hence the probleas of attempting to derive and/or apply "pure" factors

"hat in fact represent the risk variation as associated vith that factor are

A nuaber of the problaas alluded to abova ir. connection vith the "factor

approach" are also inherent in the "direct risk" approach; however aar.y are or

can- be reduced appreciably in extent and severity. Key advantages with the

"direct risk" approach include reaoval of the recuireaer.t to knew or assume a

value of absorbed dose, and the freeden (particularly with huaan data) to

atteapt to relate Che actual risk per unit of "dose" as determined froa one situ-

ation, to Che probable risk in a siailar but unknov.i situation, without having

to eaploy or confora to interaediata stages of absorbed dose or factors that

depend in principle on absorbed dose (chis is in no way intended to iaply that

absorbed dose should not be used it should be used whenever it can usefully be

aapioyed, and it oust be used if factors are eaployed).

As brief examples of what is meant by the above stateaents, consider the

Hiroshiaa neutron data. Dose-effect curves for several tuaors can be detar-

ained. and "dose" is easily expressed in taras of karaa, entrance dose, "dee?

dose equivalent index", average dose, etc. (i.e., whatever the "user" health

physics coaaunity finds aost useful in practice). Hence risk/unit "dose" can be
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obtained vith some confidence, ever, at law doses, Extrapolation to she "dcse"-

effect curves expected in man far other-energy neutrons could be made by a

kr.ovi.ic35 of the cr.ar.5ss in the markedly ncn-uniform dose distribution vith

energy, of the mix cf organs exposed to different doses, and of the change in

slope of the neutron dose-effect curve vith neutron energy ''not R3Z related to

x or Y rays) in animals (the change in degree of effect vith neutron energy prob-

ably vculd be related sore to changing depth-dose distribution, than LET). Con-

trast this approach vith attempting to determine "JGE", for extrapolation to

other circumstances. There is substantial question as to which dose parameter

(e.g., average, midlir.e, or entrance dose) should be used with such non-uniform

exposure. There is also a question as to whether an 33E csn be determined

legitimately for one organ or for all collectively, because of the markedly

non-uniform dose distribution within and across organs. The influence of-

radiation "quality" in terms of LET and ?3E cannot be untangled froa that of

"quality" in terms of the energy spectrum and effect of dose distribution.

Also, an R3i for man (related to x or y radiation) cannot be determined satisfac-

torily at -the low doses of interest because of the substantial uncertainty of

the effects of 'lov-LET radiation, and hence of the R3E as a function of cose.

Pure "factors" would be extremely difficult to extract or apply.

A similar situation holds for internal emitters, for which there is a

great deal of information in aaa. All of it is "situation specific", however.

in that the effects of different '"doses" are inevitably confounded by changes in

the spatial distribution of dose with time. Hence absorbed dese and factors rap-

resent difficult or impossible intermediate steps, and the alternative of

relating one known situation to another, and to unknown conditions directly and

in terms other than absorbed dose and factors appears to have many advantages.
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Vĝ i of factors vs. risk ir. radiation protection. Although n vas extreaely

useful and indispensable prior to the use of quantitative risk, it aust now be

considered seriously if it is still necessary and/or desirable. The choices

available include the following: 1) retain the present systea, involving no

direct use of quantitative risk. 2) Use the recently introduced ICS? approach.

3} Modify and extend 2 above, to sake it a ccabined H-risk systea and i) go to

a complete risk systea.

Retaining the present systea appears to be undesirable. It wcuid be diffi-

cult to ignore or withdraw front the nuaerous risk estiaates becoming

increasingly available, and the associations extend between quantitative risk

and the standards. The fraaework of the systaa as it stands will not

accommodate adequately the quantitative concepts that have of necessity evolved

with the introduction of quantitative risk.

The ICR? 25 systaa represents a substantial advance and is workable. It

has introduced a nuaber of accocacdaticns to quantitative risk, but is not as

ccaplate and internally-consistent as it could be. It is unnecessarily complex,

e.g., its aias in using w^ and the analogous approach for internal enitcers

could be accomplished aora directly and siaply.

A aodified and extended IC5? 26 systaa would aake it auch aore flexible

and useful. Thus dose equivalent aight be redefined to aean H... (redesignata

it to be siaply a), i.e., include whole body as a part of the stand-arc condition

in the definition of H . . Dose equivalent as a ohvsical unit would be
wo,e n • '

retained, yet increaents of all different types of exposure would be additive,

and the suaaaticn of increaents of H . in rea. would be additive and raadilv
wo, e

translatable in teras of absolute risk.
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A critical difficulty, how«v«, lies with those internal emitters far

which, because of spatial and/or tiae changes ir.the distribution of dose, a rel-

evant value of absorbed dose cannot be estiaated and her.ce the exposure is left

in teras of activity per unit of exposure tiae (e.g., UCi/wesk). Because

absorbed dose cannot be usefully calculated, dose equivalent as a physical unit

cannot, strictly speaking, be estiaatad either. Cne could easily, however use

direct conversion frcn a taeasuraaent other than absorbed dose (e.g., uc/g) to

risk and hence to raa, with the iaplied assuaption that the appropriate value of

absorbed dose to a relevant tissue does exist in fact or in principle.

This "sodified ZCS3 systaa" would be quite flexible and useful in the

context of quantitative risk. Replaceaer.t of the current low-LZT standard

radiation-with a specified fast neutron beaa raight be quite helpful.

In a COG?lets risk ays tea, the risk per increment of "cose" would be read

directly from a series of dose-effect curves, for several radiations, for sever-

al energies and for whole and partial body exposure (Figures 11 and 12). Alter-

natively, tables of conversion factors ? could be provided, to obtain risk frcn

"dose" under different exposure (radiation type, energy, body region irradiated,

etc). The "dose", however, could be in quantities other than absorbed dose,

e.g., activity (uCi/g or uCi/cc), "working level acr.ths" (raLH). Conceptually,

one could include the risk of non-radiation and non-radioactive toxins, in terns

of acount (mass or voluae) of exposure, or aoount ingested or absorbed. In each

case, the incraaents of risk so derived would be additive, including these fron

radiation and non-radiation exposures.

The advantages of going to a full-risk systea as opposed to a strict "dose

aodifier" system are the following: 1) the risk of all incremental exposures

(whole body, partial body, internal emitters) would be additive, and the sunned
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;^:ai would in principle reflect she total abac-lute ri3k incurred frsn all ot

che exposures, for the ciaa period of suaaatior.. Thus Che intermediate 3Cap of

calculating (cr assuair.g) values of absorbed dose could be bypassed, if

indicated. • 2) Records of exposure increaencs would be kept, in caras of

absorbec dosa (or ocher physical quantity used) as uhey now ara, and as accuau-

lacad risk. 3) There vould be no need for dose equivalent, raa, Q, any ocher

possible factors, a standard radiation, or standard exposure conditions, i)

Since in either systea (use of modifying factors vs. direct risk) the true risk

ausc have beer, evaluated Co accomplish Che aias of either or both systaos, Che

unnecessary additional seep of providing generalized factors that are cuaberscne

to apply in the field would be avoided. 5) Changes in the evaluation of Che

risk of any radiation, high or low-LIT, internal or external exposure, would be

reflected in a change only in Che risk coefficient for that rotation, and not

for ocher radiations (as is usually Che case when the various "factors" determin-

ing risk aust be rslacad Co a "standard"). 5) The severe problaas in evaluating

and using Q at lew doses and/or dose races would be largely avoided.

The disadvantage is that of not having a physical unit for use in refer-

ring to the- sua of auiciple exposures. The dose equivalent in rea now allows

chis, but only under the liaitad conditions of presumed whole body external expo-

sure, and exclusive of partial body or organ exposure, cr exposure co internal

emitters. Individual and sueaed exposure in Che risk syscam could be refarrad

co in caras of absolute risk values, or in teras of "risk units" (e.g., a risk

of 10 "7? could be defined as one "risk unit" (all), or just "unit of axposura"

?roa the above discussion, it would appear that the present systea, al-

though quite workable in the absence of quantitative risk, fails short of accsa-
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ac-dating adequately to quantitative risk. The new ICSP approach, particularly

if aodified ar.d extended as suggested above, represents substantial advances.

The full risk system appears to accommodate quantitative risk ca Che maximum ex-

Sane and co allow maximum flexibility. Is should be considered seriously for ul-

timata adoption, since Che disadvancages do not appear Co be serious. Only by

use of quancicacive risk can Che aora-defensibla comparative (vich ocher

industries) approach to "acceptable" levels of radiation risk be used, co

substitute for personal opinion and "usage".

Neutron Data from Hiroshima

A dose effect curve for neutron induction of leukemia, froa Hiroshima, is

shown in Figure 13 (47). Similar dose affect curves are becoming available for

other individual tumors in Hiroshima, and for the cocal carcinogenic risk of

fast neutrons (32,iS-49). These daca, -hough scanty, promise to have consider-

able significance not only in their own right, but cor radiation protection in

general.

The data represent the first dose effect curves available for an external

beam of "high LZT radiation" delivered co the "whole body" (the dose distribu-

tion is markedly non-uniform) of man. Hence there is now available seme basis

for direct comparison of high and iow-LST radiation for the endpoint of

overriding interest, carcinogenesis, for the species of interest, man. Prior to

this the only data on high-LZT radiation in the human being were derived from in-

cernal alpha emitters, and the comparison with external radiation is obviously

difficulc.

The curve (Figure 13) is consiscent with a linear function. This may or

aay noc be che true function, and che slope may decrease somewhac with

increasing dose. There is lictle doubc, however, chat the curve enters the ori-
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gir. wish a positive slope, and there are data points at relatively lovr doses.

Contrast this with low-LSI radiation, for which a dose squared, or even a

threshold function have not been ruled out.

Thus these data provide strong evidence against the existence of a

threshold, at least for one radiation of considerable importance in radiation

protection. Obviously, the absence of a threshold cannot be proved. The liaits

of uncertainty in this regard for the neutron curves, however, is less than that

for low-LZT radiation.

As a corollary to the above, the fast neutron data oighc then represent a

better basis for the evaluation of the actual carcinogenic risk associated wish

che annual occupation liait of 5 rea. They would also provide an excellent

(less hypothetical) basis for discussion-of the level of risk that should be con-

sidered "acceptable". They would renove auch of the uncertainty sometimes

associated with the risk attached to low-LET radiation, i.e., a threshold for

the high-LZT radiation could not reasonably be defended.

For the above and other reasons, the neutron data fron Hiroshima and

Nagasaki nust be extensively and even exhaustively evaluated with respect to do-

siaecry, data on individual tuaors, and total carcinogenesis. The data also

point up the importance of evaluating the role of nonunifora and partial body

irradiation, in teras of their potential for carcinogenesis relative to that

frota whole body exposure.

Neutron Risk and Radiation Standards

The Hiroshiaa neutron data on leukeaia in huaan beings, discussed above

(Figure 13, Refs. 46-49) have been discussed i:. relationship to R3E and Q

(46,47,30). The interpretations of the sane data are quite different, however

(46,47,49), and it is instructive to review the reasons for the differences.
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Only the general approaches and the different conclusions (differences of about

a factor of 10) will be discussed here. The actual risk coefficients for leuke-

mia and their relationship to IGRP actual and "acceptable" risk are dealt with

elsewhere* (50).

The comparative neutron and gamma results of two sets of authors (47-49)

are summarized in Table I, and presented graphically in Figure 14. The figure

depicts the three dose-effect curves involved (neutron, n; gamma, linear no-

threshold, "Yo> an^ gamma quadratic, y ), and two possible "acceptable risk"

lines, E and E/10.

One group of authors (48) concluded that the comparison gamma ray data

could be fitted equally well with either the presently-assumed conservative

linear, no-threshold function, or with a quadratic function (Table I, Figure

14). If the linear function for gamma rays is used for comparison, then an RBE

of about 12 is obtained (Table I, and points a and b in Figure 14). This is

very close to the current neutron Q of 10; hence the result is consistent with

current assumptions on the relative and absolute carcinogenic potential of

with a small linear component o r higher

neutrons. Using a quadratic function/for the gamma rays, a high RBE (̂ 14(30 for

neutrons could also be obtained. This clearly resulted, however, from the use

of the quadratic function for the gamma rays as opposed to the current conserva-

tive assumption of the linear no threshold relationship. Thus any significance

of the high RBE for radiation protection could be related only to the

possibility of relaxing the exposure limits of the gamma rays (e.g., from 5 to

50 rads, from point b to point c in Figure 14). Using either assumption with

respect to gamma rays, no radiobiological reason emerged from these authors'

analyses (49) to suggest changing the current upper limit exposure level of neu-

trons from the current value of 0.5 rad per year.
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Another group of authors (46,47) obtained the identical, neutron and gamma,

coefficients (although only the quadratic function for gamma was used; Table I)

as did the above authors, but reached startlingly different conclusions. They

concluded that the hazard of neutrons is "unacceptably high" and that the annual

neutron exposure limit (0.5 rads) is in need of downward revision with "some

urgency" by means of an increase in the quality factor Q by a factor of about

10. It was added that " no changes seem necessary (in the limits

for) low-LET radiation, "which are conservative".

Some of the reasons put forth for the "unexpectedly high hazard" represent

personal opinion related to the presumed level of absolute risk, and some are re-

lated to a comparison with the risk of gamma ray exposure. The opinion of an

unacceptably high hazard derives from the extreme assumption that the

individuals will be exposed to the annual dose limit. The evaluation can be

criticized on the bases that competing risks are not taken into account (51);
that RBE varies markedly among tissue types (52);

/that average absorbed dose is used for the RSE determination; but that exposures

are recorded in values closer to the kerma (51), and that average and not maxi-

mum dose, in effect, limits population exposure (6). Further discussion here,

however, will be limited to these authors' (46, 47) perception of neutron risk

relative to that of the comparison gamma radiation.

These authors (46, 47) used only the quadratic function for gamma rays,

and elected to retain the annual limit of 5 rads for gamma rays. Thus, instead

of placing the 5 rad limit for gamma at point b as had the previous authors

(48), they chose to place it at point f, i.e., they assumed not only a different

(quadratic) gamma dose-effect function, but also the different (E/10)

"acceptable risk" level as well. Viewed from this vantage point (point f), it

is then understandable why the neutron risk (0.5 rad, point a) was viewed as
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"too high", with the suggestion that it be changed to 0.05 rad (point d). With

the two changes (of "acceptable risk" level, and the gamma function to quadratic

from linear), it then follows that the RBE would increase from about 10 to about

100.

As shown in the treatment of the data by the first authors (49), there is

no radiobiologically-compelling reasons for the conclusions of the second

given
authors (46, 47), i.e., there is no radiobiological reason/to change from either

the linear to the quadratic function, or from the current risk level E to E/10,

or both.

The full implications of the conclusions of the second authors (46, 47)

are substantial. Although it is implied that only the neutron RBE need be

changed and that no change in the gamma limit is required, clearly their recom-

mendations would reduce the 5 rem/year exposure limit for all radiations, i.e.,

for alpha emitters, neutrons, x-rays, etc. More specifically with respect to

gamma rays, had only one change (e.g., lower the acceptable risk level) been

made, then the 5 rad (5 rem) gamma limit would have become 0.5 rad (0.5 rem).

It is only by simultaneously changing the risk level and adopting the quadratic

versus the linear no threshold gamma function, that the 5 rad gamma limit

remains "unchanged". Currently it is not generally accepted, however, and it

may well not be accepted, that a quadratic function should be adopted for gamma.

If it is not, then the annual gamma limit of 5 rad (5 rem) would have to be re-

duced by a factor of 10, along with that for all radiations.

Hence, when viewed in its entirety in the context of the ICRP "acceptable

risk" and actual risk framework, it becomes clear that the recommendations are

much more extensive than a simple change in neutron Q. Rather, they represent
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in effect a recommendation, not requirad on radiobiological grounds, Chan the

current limit of 3 raa exposure for all radiacioas be reduced to 0.5 ran.

The above situation highlights the importance of, and the requirement for

the IC3? move to establish a limit for "acceptable" risk for occupational

radiation exposure by comparison with the risk now experienced in other "safe"

industries. This approach goes far toward a desired goal, i.e., to remove the

establishment of an "acceptable" upper limit of the risk of exposure from the

realm, of personal opinion, and to put such decisions on the defensible basis of

being in line with widely-accepted practice in non-radiological occupations.
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Figure 1

Schematic curves of incidence vs. absorbed dose. The curved solid line

for high absorbed doses and high dose ratas (curve A) is the "true" curve. The

linear, no threshold dashed line (curve 3) was fitted to the 3 indicated experi-

mental points and the origin. Slope a indicates the essentially-linear portion

of curve A. at iow doses. The dashed curve C, marked "low-dose rate", slope ex.. ,

represents experimental high-dose data obtained at low dose rates. This experi-

mental low dose rate curve may in principle, at very low dose rates, approach or

become indistinguishable from the extension of the solid curve of slope a , the

dashed curve D labeled "limiting slope (a.), low-dose rate" in Figure 1.
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Figure 2

Frequencies of dicentrics in huaan lynphocytes exposed Co x-radiation

doses ranging froa 5̂ -300 rads (250 KV? x-rays, 100 R/ain). Over 14,000

aecaphases wars scored Co obtain daca for Che 3. 10, 25, and 50 rad poincs.

Insert is an expanded graph showing data ac low dose poincs, and che slope o:

the a coefficient (Ref. 3).
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Figure 3

X-ray dose-response curve, induced pink nutations in Tradescantia, on

log-log plot to show detail in the low dose range. The solid circles indicate

experimental points at high dose rate. Note that the low dose portion of the

solid curve and its dashed-line extrapolation have a slope of unity, i.e., a

linear, no threshold dose-effect relationship. The increased slope at higher

intermediate
doses indicates that the response in the W^fSee dose range involves a higher

(and a "cell killing" component at high doses).

exponent of dose/. See text for explanation of the " a n " and " a n + 3D*""

portions of *he curve.
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Figure 4

Dbse-res?onsa curves fcr pink aucar.c evencs/hair afcar :c-irradiacion ac

0.05 ar.d 0.5 rad/nia (combined in cue line), 5 ar.d 30 rad/ain. (Ra£. 11). Th«

doc;ed lines raprasant Che alpha Car=s in Sqs. (2), for x-rays and ganaa rays.
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Figure 5

affect of dose race or. Che effectiveness of a single Large dosa of abouc

80 rad, for Che induction of pink mutations in Tradeseantia (II). The horizon--

tal line represents the expected liniting low dose rate value for 30 rad (i.e.,

frota the linear Cera of aquation 1, the value would be 2.1 :< 10 x 30 = 0.017).

Note thac the effect per SO rad decreases appreciably as the exposure tine is

increased, and that the effect/30 rad at the lowest dose rates approaches

asytatotically the limiting "20" value for gacaa radiation.
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Figure 6

The linear-quadratic dose response curve for Tradescantia, with the linear

and squared components plotted separately, (a "cell killing" factor would be

needed to describe the high dose region of the curve marked "a D + BD " ) .
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Figure 7

Incidence of ayeloid leukenia ia 3P male mice. Shaded symbols denote re--

suits obtained with fast neutron irradiation; open syabols denote results ob-

tained with X-rays. Solid lines denote results obtained with acute (single) ex-

posures; dashed lines denote results obtained with chronic (23-hour, daily) expo-

sures, (Sec. 5).
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Figure 8

- 137
Incidence of Harderian gland Cuaors in RFM mice af-ar Cs gaaaa ray

irradiacion. 45 rad/ain • ; 8.3 rad/day 0 (Sef. 30).
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Figure 9

Ln RS"

45 rad/oin * ; 3.3 rad/day 0 (Raf. 30).

Incidence of ovarian cumors in R5H mice afcar Cs gasaa ray irradiawion.
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Figure 10

3cae-«ffacs curves for different £-«aors ir. aics chac appear to have r.es«

•*e ir.i:ial slaces (iara caken frse Ref. 27).
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Fijute 11

Schesacic plcc showing she essential eleser.es of Che systes Co liaic and

control exposure Co hazardous agents. The liaicir.g annual dese is determined by

Che intersection of the dose-effect curve and the level of "acceptable" effect,-

or risk of chat effect.
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Figure 12

Sane scheaatic diagram as that shown in Figure 11, but including a doss-

efface curve for a high-LSI radiation, fast neutrons.
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Figure 13

Neutron-induced leukeaia vs. neutron dose, froa huasn exposures in

Hiroshiaa (Raf. 47).
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Figure 14

Log-log schematic plot showing the basic elements of an administrative pro-

tection systan for radiation (or any other "no-threshold" toxic agent), i.e.,

the low-dose-^ region of a radiobiologically-detarained dose-efface (risk) curve

and an independently-determined level of effect (risk) that is to be considered

"acceptable." The annual upper limit exposure level is fixed in principle by

the intersection of these two curves, e.g., the intersection of the "acceptable

-4risk level" 2 x 10 /? for leukemia, with the Y^ leukemia dose-effact curve of

slope 40 x 10*6/?erson rad leads to (2 x 10"4 ?"1)/40 x 10~° p"1 R*1) =» 5 rads

upper limit absorbed dose far gamma, "n", "V^", and "Y " indicate neutron;

linear, no-threshold ganaa; and quadratic, ganma dose-effact curves, respec-

tively. Actual neutron risk values for 0.3 rad, Table I of Different placements

of the 5 rads gamna comparison value.

Table I

Caption

Leukemia risk coefficients and RBE, neutron and gamma radiation, Hiroshima

(Refs. 46-43);
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ASL£ I, LEUKEMIA RISK COEFFICIENTS AND RBE,

NEUTRON AND GAMMA RADIATION, HIROSHIMA

AUTHOR(S)

Us I

RISK COEFFICIENTS

NEUTRONS

NG LINEAR MGDEL FC

GAMMA
RAYS

R GAMMA RADIATION

RBE

ISHIMARU,

ET AL.

23 x IQ-o/PYR*
(46 x 10"3/PR)»*

2 x 1Q~6/?YR*

(4 x I0"5/PR)

* 1 1 .i?

USING LINEAR-QUADRATIC MODEL FOR GAMMA RADIATION

[SHIMARU,

ET AL,

Rossi-MAYs

28 x IQ"|/PYR*
(56 x 10"5/?R)

23 x 1Q~5/PYR*

(56 x IQ~5/FR)

0,2 x IQ"°/PYR
(0,4 x 10^/PR)

0,2 x 1G"5/PYR

(0,4 x IG"5/FR)

(LOW DOSE)

:
i

(LOW DOSE) ;
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